Sean Morgan 1st Overall Harvester of Souls 2018

+++ Tau balanced (Warhammer 40,000 8th Edition) [102 PL, 1999pts]+++ 
++ Vanguard Detachment +ICP (T'au Empire) [11 PL, 249pts] ++
+ HQ [8 PL, 174pts] +

Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [8 PL, 174pts]: 4x Fusion blaster [84pts]
+ Elites [3 PL, 75pts] +
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]
++ Battalion Detachment +SCP (T'au Empire) [44 PL, 815pts] ++
+ HQ [12 PL, 256pts] +
Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts]: Markerlight [3pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [9 PL, 194pts]: 4x Fusion blaster [84pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
+ Troops [6 PL, 105pts] +
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  • Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle
  • 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  • Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle
  • 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  • Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle
  • 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
+ Elites [18 PL, 262pts] +

XV25 Stealth Battlesuits [6 PL, 89pts]
  • Stealth Shas'ui w/ Burst Cannon [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
  • Stealth Shas'ui w/ Burst Cannon [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
  • Stealth Shas'vre [33pts]: Burst cannon [8pts], Drone controller [5pts]
XV25 Stealth Battlesuits [6 PL, 89pts]
  • Stealth Shas'ui w/ Burst Cannon [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
  • Stealth Shas'ui w/ Burst Cannon [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
  • Stealth Shas'vre [33pts]: Burst cannon [8pts], Drone controller [5pts]
XV25 Stealth Battlesuits [6 PL, 84pts]
  • Stealth Shas'ui w/ Burst Cannon [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
  • Stealth Shas'ui w/ Burst Cannon [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
  • Stealth Shas'vre [28pts]: Burst cannon [8pts]
+ Fast Attack [8 PL, 192pts] +

Tactical Drones [4 PL, 96pts]: 8x MV1 Gun Drone [96pts]
Tactical Drones [4 PL, 96pts]: 8x MV1 Gun Drone [96pts]
++ Battalion Detachment +SCP (T'au Empire) [47 PL, 935pts] ++
+ No Force Org Slot +
T'au Empire Sept Choice: T'au Sept
+ HQ [11 PL, 2303pts] +
Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts]: Markerlight [3pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit [8 PL, 168pts]: 4x Cyclic ion blaster [72pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
+ Troops [8 PL, 145pts] +
Strike Team [3 PL, 55pts]: 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  • Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle
  • 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  • Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle
  • 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [3 PL, 55pts]: 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  • Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle
  • 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
+ Elites [28 PL, 560pts] +

XVI04 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 280pts]: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts], Heavy burst cannon [20pts]